"parents" of the operating companies could be relied upon to give support in case of need, the loss of liquidity for non-financial companies indicated by the data for the late 1980's might make no difference.
But the behavior of operators
like Trump and Campeau suggests that they are quite willing too let operating units go into bankruptcy rather than help them out from group headquarters. Taking this factor into account, along with the heavy interest charge8 on junk bonds, it seems fairly clear that the debt position of non-financial corporations has weakened suddenly and substantially in the later 1980's, so that we must look for an intensification of debt problems. Highest ratio for the variable in 1966/1989 H:
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High point: At least 0.03 higher than adjacent L's or l's; At least 3 years in time away from adjacent H's; h r Intermediate high point (not meeting conditions for H).
--I Part-of continuous rise or fall.
1:
Intermkdiats low point (not meeting conditions for L). L : Low point:
At least 0.03 lower than adjacent H's or h's; At least 3. years in time away from adjacent t's; t* : Lowest ratio for the variable in 196611989.
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